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Nub or noob

08-19-2014, 12:17 pm #1 Recently in Growtopia there have been a large number of people who say nub instead of noob and me knowing the very word pronunciation this something annoys me. If you could read this and inform others in Growtopia about the word nub itself. Nub Pronunciation: nuhb noun 1. point, gist, or the heart of something. 2. a knob or protrusion. 3. a lump or
a small piece: a nub of coal; a nub pencil. 4. A small mass of fibers produced on a short, colored brilliant colors, and introduced into yarn during the spinning process. Also if you watched the TV show, iCarly, they used nub as an insulting nickname. Nub is not pronounced noob or noub. Noun, Slang: Usually derogatory. 1. A beginner, especially a person who is new to an online
community, and whose online participation and interactions show a lack of skills or knowledge: Some games and game forums crawl with annoying noobs. 08-19-2014, 12:19 #2 they don't really care about definitions ffs, if they wanted, they would use sponge as an insult U SPONGE 08-19-2014, 12:27 PM #3 Nub, used in the game by saying that the player has only a lump of
knowledge in Growtopia. 12:27 p.m. #4 Meh. We give meaning to what we say and do. Originally Written by FreeSamples they don't really care about definitions ffs, if they wanted, they would use sponge as an insult U SPONGE Offtopic: You look Chinese, if it really is you. 08-19-2014, 12:29 pm #5 originally written by Nope Meh. We give meaning to what we say and do. Offtopic:
You look Chinese, if it really is you. Look at my eyes and look at a Chinese guy's eyes. 08-19-2014, 12:30 pm #6 Originally Posted by FreeSamples Look at my eyes and look at a Chinese guy's eyes. You opened your eyes very wide. 08-19-2014, 12:32 pm #7 Originally written by Nope You just opened your eyes really wide. Das racist ); 08-19-2014, 12:40 pm #8 08-19-2014,
12:46 pm #9 lennart and iToaster need to see this. Growtopia IGN: Zipperton Tanked IGN: Zippie 08-19-2014, 7:01 #10 The problem with this is it originates from forums. 08-19-2014, 7:06 pm #11 I say nuv, but I took it from an Argentine youtuber called Deigamer, his character, The noob, speaking in a completely distorted spelling, and spells his name as Nuv. Then again,
remember that our society is mostly integrated by 6-12 years old with the crappiest grammar and spelling. Click dat. Now. 08-19-2014, 19:08 #12 Both are just variations of the word beginner, although they are more degrading and used more of an insult. No idea why people even consider it an insult, especially when the person they offend may be more experienced than them.
08-19-2014, 7:33 pm #13 Originally written by Magicalfishy Recently in Growtopia there have been a large number of people who say nub instead of noob and me knowing the very word pronunciation this something annoys me. If you could read this and inform others in Growtopia about the actual Nub. Nub Pronunciation: nuhb noun 1. point, gist, or the heart of something. 2. a
knob or protrusion. 3. a lump or a small piece: a nub of coal; a nub pencil. 4. A small mass of fibers produced on a short, colored brilliant colors, and introduced into yarn during the spinning process. Also if you watched the TV show, iCarly, they used nub as an insulting nickname. Nub is not pronounced noob or noub. Noun, Slang: Usually derogatory. 1. A beginner, especially a
person who is new to an online community, and whose online participation and interactions show a lack of skills or knowledge: Some games and game forums crawl with annoying noobs. There's only one way to put it. Noob - Nub Lol - lolz / s People should not even call other nubs ( ) in the first place, so yes Haters don't really hate you, they hate themselves because you're a
reflection of what they want to be 08-19-2014, 9:17 pm #14 Originally Written by Juan Alfredo Guevara I say nuv, but I took it from an Argentine youtuber called Deigamer, his character, The noob, speaking in a completely distorted spelling, and his spells name as Nuv. Then again, remember that our society is mostly integrated by 6-12 years old with the crappiest grammar and
spelling. True, I just wish people would do their research. 08-19-2014, 21:21 #15 Originally Posted by Zippie701 lennart and iToaster need to see this. Made nubs I say nub as a joke I mean I go to people and say sup nub I use nub as a joke kkkk? Don't be offended if you got offended im sorry Definition from Wiktionary, the free dictionary Jump to Navigation Jump to Navigation
Jump to search Either directly from Middle Low German, or from knub, from a middle-sick German word (compare Low German Knubbel, Knobbel (knot; lump)). Compare knob. Pronunciation[edit] IPA(key): /nờb/ Noun[edit] nub (plural nubs) (obsolete) The innermost part of a chrysalis in a silk cocoon. A small lump or knob. The essence or core of a problem, argument etc.
Synonyms: crux, gist; see also Thesaurus:gist What do you think is the nub of the problem? 1897, Twain [pseudonym; Samuel Langhorne Clemens], How to Tell a Story: Here the narrator bursts into explosion after explosion of thunderous horse-laughter, repeating that nub from time to time through his gasps and screams and suffocations. 2000, Bill Oddie, Gripping Yarn, page
115:But surely the men are no problem? Aha... No, we're approaching nub. (slang) Clitoris. 2007, Melissa MacNeal, Hot for It, →ISBN, page 198[1]: - and then rub the nub with the bridge of the nose, right where the nerve will drive her straight to the ceiling! 2008, Arianna Hart, A Man for Marley, →ISBN, page 82[2]: When he used his fingers to rub her nub, he didn't have to wait
any longer. She exploded for the second time that morning,... 2010, Beverly Rae, Wild Cat, →ISBN, page 81[3]: He stroked her, using her movements to increase the pressure on her nub, catching her between her fingers. References[edit] singular simple present nubs, current participle nubbing, simple past and past participle nubbed) (baseball) To hit the ball weakly. To push; to
push. To entice. Etymology 2[edit] Variant spelling of noob. Pronunciation[edit] Nub (plural nubs) (Internet slang) A noob; a newcomer or incompetent. Can't he even make peanut butter and jelly sandwiches? What a nub. Anagrams[edit] Albanian[edit] From English noob, from beginner. Nouns[edit] nub m (slang, mainly Kosovo) beginner, amateur Synonyms[edit] nub | noob | Nub
is an alternative form of noob. Nub is an alternative form of noob. As the noun difference between nub and noob is that the nub is (obsolete) the innermost part of a chrysalis in a silk cocoon or nub can be (internet|slang) a noob; a newcomer or incompetent while noob is (internet slang |pejorative) a beginner or beginner; refers to the idea that someone is new to a game, concept
or an idea; which implies a lack of experience too, in some areas the word noob can mean that someone is obsessed with things. As verb nub is (baseball) to hit the ball weakly. (noun) (Internet slang, pejorative) A beginner or beginner; refers to the idea that someone is new to a game, concept or an idea; which implies a lack of experience. Also in some areas the word noob can
mean that someone is obsessed with things. * Noobs are annoying, they never know the forum rules. * You just got pwned, noob. * I'll teach you noobs how to play. * I kill all you noobs in seconds! * You suck, your son of a noob. * You are such an anime noob . * You are such a band noob . * nubcake (rare) * See also Recently in Growtopia there have been a large number of
people who say nub instead of noob and me knowing the very word pronunciation this something annoys me. If you could read this and inform others in Growtopia about the word nub itself. Nub Pronunciation: nuhb noun 1. point, gist, or the heart of something. 2. a knob or protrusion. 3. a lump or a small piece: a nub of coal; a nub pencil. 4. A small mass of fibers produced on a
short, colored brilliant colors, and introduced into yarn during the spinning process. Also if you watched the TV show, iCarly, they used nub as an insulting nickname. Nub is not pronounced noob or noub. Noun, Slang: Usually derogatory. 1. A beginner, especially a person who is new to an online community, and whose online participation and interactions show a lack of skills or
knowledge: Some games and game forums crawl with annoying noobs. YouTube | Instagram | Discord Server Do not hide behind a mask, it will only get you false respect. Being real attracts real people, while on the other hand being fake attracts fake people. Do nothing from selfishness or empty notion, but with humility in mind consider each other as more important than
yourselves - Phil 2:3 they don't really care about ffs, if they wanted, they would use sponge as an insult U SPONGE Nub, used in the game by saying that the player has a lump of knowledge in Growtopia. Meh. We give meaning to what we say and do. Originally posted by FreeSamples View Post they don't really care about definitions ffs, if they wanted, they would use sponge as
an insult U SPONGE Offtopic: You look Chinese, if it really is you. Originally Posted by Nope View Post Meh. We give meaning to what we say and do. Offtopic: You look Chinese, if it really is you. Look at my eyes and look at a Chinese guy's eyes. Originally posted by Nope View Post You have just opened your eyes very wide. Das racist ); and iToaster need to see this. The
problem with this though is it stems from forums. YouTube | Instagram | Discord Server Do not hide behind a mask, it will only get you false respect. Being real attracts real people, while on the other hand being fake attracts fake people. Do nothing from selfishness or empty notion, but with humility in mind consider each other as more important than yourselves - Phil 2:3 I say
nuv, but I took it from an Argentine youtuber called Deigamer, his character, Noob, speaking in a completely distorted spelling, and spells his name as Nuv. Then again, remember that our society is mostly integrated by 6-12 years old with the crappiest grammar and spelling. Click dat. Now. Both are just variations of the word beginner, although they are more degrading and used
more of an insult. No idea why people even consider it an insult, especially when the person they offend may be more experienced than them. Originally posted by Magicalfishy View Post Recently in Growtopia there have been a large number of people who say nub instead of noob and me knowing the very word pronunciation this something annoys me. If you could read this and
inform others in Growtopia about the word nub itself. Nub Pronunciation: nuhb noun 1. point, gist, or the heart of something. 2. a knob or protrusion. 3. a lump or a small piece: a nub of coal; a nub pencil. 4. A small mass of fibers produced on a short, colored brilliant colors, and introduced into yarn during the spinning process. Also if you watched the TV show, iCarly, they used
nub as an insulting nickname. Nub is not pronounced noob or noub. Noun, Slang: Usually derogatory. 1. A beginner, especially a person who is new to an online community, and whose online participation and interactions show a lack of skills or knowledge: Some games and game forums crawl with annoying noobs. There's only one way to put it. Noob - Nub Lol - lolz /s People
shouldn't even call other nubs ( ) in the first place, so yes Haters don't really hate you, they hate themselves because you're a reflection of what they want to be originally posted by Juan Alfredo Guevara View Post I say nuv, but I took it from an Argentine youtuber called Deigamer, his character, Noob, speaking in a completely distorted spelling, and his spells name as Nuv. Then
again, remember that our community is mostly integrated by 6-12 old with crappiest grammar and spelling. True, I just wish people would do their research. YouTube | Instagram | Discord Server Do not hide behind a mask, it will only get you false respect. Being real attracts real people, while on the other hand being fake attracts fake people. Do nothing from selfishness or empty
notion, but with humility in mind consider each other as more important than yourselves - Phil 2:3 Originally posted by Zippie701 View Post lennart and iToaster need to see this. Made nubs I say nub as a joke I mean I go to people and say sup nub I use nub as a joke kkkk? Don't be offended if you were offended im sorry
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